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We’ve got you covered!
RollerBench - a new era in high-end Rollup Stations and added functionality.
RollerBench marks a new generation in manual Rollup Stations, instantly transforming the poolside with its elegant
lines and subtle colour choices. The neat bench-like design adds a handy seating area and storage unit while
completely concealing the winding mechanism. RollerBench takes pool cover innovation and every day functionality
to the next level — the perfect complement to the designer home and stylish outdoor living area.

Benefits of the RollerBench
RollerBench is the perfect accessory for domestic pools fitted with our
thermal covers.
 Ease of use for larger covers: while a thermal cover is relatively light
and easy to use on smaller pools, it is recommended that a RollerBench
Rollup Station is added where pools exceed 7 metres in length. This will
assist in the removal of the cover from the water as well as ensuring its
neat and safe storage once removed from the pool, protecting it from the
weathering effects of the sun.
 Poolside bench: RollerBench doubles up as a handy poolside bench and
storage unit.
 Prevent wear and tear: prevents abrasive wear and tear caused by
dragging the cover over the pool’s coping.
 Aesthetics: with RollerBench, the pool cover is no longer visible when off
the pool, creating a more chic poolside setting than first generation
manual Rollup Stations.

How it works
The RollerBench design incorporates a durable fibreglass frame, under which
the Rollup Station and its mechanisms are completely concealed. Using a
detachable winder on the side of the unit, the cover is rolled in through the
front slit running along the length of the unit (the design can be likened to a
letterbox). When rolling out, one simply guides the cover out through the slit
and over the pool using the leading edge ropes.

Materials and features
 RollerBench units are custom made to size, up to a maximum width of 5
metres.
 Attachment kit: the cover will require an attachment kit and leading edge
ropes to guide the cover over the pool. The RollerBench together with all
the accessories provides a quality finish to any thermal cover.
 To accommodate different widths, there can be joins in the mould. A
custom mould without any joins can be quoted on where preferred.

Warranty
RollerBench carries a one year warranty but can be expected to last longer
with correct care.

Colour Choices
The most aesthetically pleasing colours are White, Linen and Biscuit. Mist
Grey and Mid Grey are popular too. Other colours can be chosen from the
pallet found here: www.ncsresins.com (under pigment selection for swimming
pools) however a signed disclaimer is required to cover any fading or colour
wear over time where custom colours are chosen.

White

Linen

Biscuit

Mist Grey

Mid Grey

Standard colour choices (custom colours also available). Want to add a
pattern or custom motif? Chat to us about some unique options!

Using a winder with a detachable handle on the
side of the unit, the thermal cover is rolled in
effortlessly.
NB: does not come with logo as above—this is a
demo unit pictured here.

